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SnapshottingSnapshotting

Introducing Tips & Tricks, a new series of articles designed to help you get the most out of
Metric Insights. This inaugural article covers snapshotting,snapshotting, a powerful method that you can
use to track 'static' data over time.

Let's say you want to track a KPI over time, but you're not actually storing that KPI in any of
your source systems. For instance, you might want to track the number of sales leads that
you have. You know how many you have right now -- you just count the number of records
in your 'Leads' table. If you don't record the result, however, you won't be able to track the
number over time. That's what snapshotting is for. You start by taking 'snapshots' of your
Leads table at regular intervals, for example, once per week. Over time, you'll accumulate a
series of snapshots that can then be used to construct a 'Weekly Leads' metric.

Metric Insights provides two different mechanisms to make this easy. If you know which
KPIs you want to track, you can compute them directly as metrics. For the Weekly Leads
example, your fetch command might look something like this:

Select now(), count(*)
From leads_table
Group By 1

Note: The 'now()' function returns the current datetime value. It only works with SQL data
sources at the moment, but will be available for any of our plug-ins starting with 3.1
releases.

This fetch command returns a single record, containing the number of leads as of now. All
that remains is to connect the metric to a weekly data collection trigger. Metric Insights will
then compute the number of leads at weekly intervals, which is exactly what we want.

This method works well if you know what you want to track. If you change your mind later,
however, you might discover that you haven't kept enough data to compute your new KPI.
For example, the Weekly Leads metric won't help you to compute Weekly Leads by Source.
That's where the other snapshotting method comes in handy.

The starting point is to create a "Weekly Leads" report, whose fetch command might look
something like this:

Select lead_name, lead_source, etc.
From leads_table
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Instead of simply counting the number of records in the Leads table, we're actually
collecting all of the records. The extra data will provide the flexibility that we're looking for.

We'll connect the report to a weekly data collection trigger, as before. We'll also set "Keep
History" to "Yes", so that all instances of the report will be preserved. Metric Insights will
take a snapshot of the Leads table at weekly intervals and will timestamp each snapshot
based on the :measurement_time parameter. (See this article for an overview of the
:measurement_time parameter.)

The final step is to set "Would you like to create other elements based on this report" to
"Yes". That will cause Metric Insights to store the report data in a MySQL table named
weekly_leads. We'll use that table to create our new metric, with a fetch command that
looks something like this:

Select lead_source, measurement_time, count(*)
From leads_table
Group By 1, 2

That's a typical fetch command for a dimensioned metric. The only unusual item is the
measurement_time field, which did not appear in the source data. Metric Insights created
that field for us, and populated it with the timestamp for each snapshot.

We could have created this metric using the direct method, above. The advantage of the
second method is that it provides greater flexibility in case you change your mind about
what you want to track. Any field included in the Weekly Leads report can be used in the
fetch command for your metric.

We've created a series of videos about snapshotting. You can find them (along with other
useful videos) on our tutorials page.
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Using Existing Elements as Data SourcesUsing Existing Elements as Data Sources

Let's say that you track sales activity in Salesforce, and web traffic in Google Analytics. How
would you compute the ratio of Sales Opportunities to Web Visits? It would be easy if you
had all of the data in one place. With Metric Insights, you do.

In this edition of Tips & Tricks, we'll show you how to use existing elements as data sources
for new elements. We'll start with metrics because they're easy.

Let's say that your Monthly Opportunities metric has element ID = 1, and your Monthly
Visits metric has element ID = 2. One way to compute the ratio of Opportunities to Visits
would be to use 'Existing Metrics' as your data source, along with the following simple fetch
command:

:1 / :2

Metric Insights interprets that as the ratio of metric #1 to metric #2, which is what we want.
The arithmetic for such combinations is intuitive. If it looks reasonable, it will probably
work.

You may occasionally need to do a computation that can't be handled with simple
arithmetic. In such cases, you can work directly with the MySQL table where your metric
data is stored.

Let's repeat the calculation of the Opportunity-to-Visit ratio. This time, we'll do it the hard
way. Instead of 'Existing Metrics', we'll use 'Dashboard DB' as the data source. The
Dashboard database is the logical backbone of Metric Insights, and is where all of your data
and metadata are stored. The table that we want is metric_measured_value.

Here's the SQL code:

Select
m1.measurement_time,
m1.measurement_value_int / m2.measurement_value_int

From
metric_measured_value m1,
metric_measured_value m2

Where m1.measurement_time = m2.measurement_time
And m1.metric_id = 1
And m2.metric_id = 2

That's not as elegant as the first method, but it's more flexible, so it might come in handy
for complex calculations.
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Note: We're assuming that both metrics have data type = Integer. If either of them has data
type = Decimal, we would use measurement_value_float instead of measurement_value_int.

As our final example, we'll once again compute the ratio of Opportunities to Visits, but this
time we'll assume that the relevant data has been collected in reports instead of metrics.
Specifically, we'll assume that we have a 'Monthly Opportunities' report, with columns
named 'Opportunity Month' and 'Opportunities'. We'll also assume that we have a 'Monthly
Visits' report, with columns named 'Visit Month' and 'Visits'.

The first step is to edit both reports and set 'Would you like to create other elements based
on this report?' to 'Yes'. (Look for it in the Advanced Settings section.) When you do that,
Metric Insights will create a MySQL table based on your report. The rules for converting
report and column names to table and field names are simple: uppercase letters are
converted to lowercase, and all special characters (including spaces) are converted to
underscores.

Back in the metric editor, select 'Existing Reports' as your data source and use the following
SQL code:

Select
opportunity_month,
opportunities / visits

From
monthly_opportunities,
monthly_visits

Where opportunity_month = visit_month

As a bonus tip, you can get a list of tables for the 'Existing Reports' data source by creating a
report whose SQL statement is simply 'show tables'. Once you know the name of the table,
you can find out what's in it by replacing the SQL statement with 'desc <table>', where
<table> is the name of your table. (These tricks will also work for any other SQL data
source.)

In version 3.1 (soon to be released), we will include a graphical 'SQL Builder' that will make
this kind of operation even easier.

You can learn more about building metrics from Existing Metrics or Existing Reports
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Include PDF, CSV, PPT or Excel file for elementInclude PDF, CSV, PPT or Excel file for element
in Digest Emailsin Digest Emails

Here is how to include an attachment of your element as a PDF, CSV, PPT or Excel file. You
can select the required file type from the dropdown in the Editor. The System defaults to
None.

1. Setting Reports

Use the "Attach to digest" field in the Report Editor on the "Report Distribution" tab.

2. Setting on Metrics

Optionally, include the page URL, to which Recipients are redirected when clicking on a Metric in
an Email Digest.

Use the "Attach file to Digest" field in the Metric Editor on the "Advanced" tab (version 3.2 and
later). Make sure you are in the Advanced Editor mode.
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3. Setting on Favorite Folder Digest

Make sure to "Include Element Downloads" for the favorite folder. Go to your Favorites page
and click on the gear to the right to see these settings.
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How do I send alerts via SMS (text messages)?How do I send alerts via SMS (text messages)?

I want to get alerts via text message on my phone. How do I configure that?

User Alert SettingUser Alert Setting

Access My NotificationsMy Notifications via User settings dropdown

1. EnableEnable Immediate Alerts
2. Click the EditEdit (Gear) button
3. Enter EmailEmail for Immediate Alerts
4. Key in your SMSSMS email
5. [Optional] Also send my Alerts via Email digestEmail digest

SaveSave your entries
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 Enter your SMS email address. If you do not know your SMS email address, Google
your cell phone service provider. Also, you can check Send SMS by Email website and
use 'Search' to locate this information for your service provider.

NOTE:NOTE: to get charts/graphics, download our mobile app.

Alert Rule SettingAlert Rule Setting

You can set any alert to be SMS when creating a new Alert Rule.

 For more information on creating Alerts, see Setting up Alert Notifications (Version 5.0
and beyond)
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Example of an SMS alertExample of an SMS alert
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Exceptions Reports and Alerting - prior toExceptions Reports and Alerting - prior to
Version 5 and the Creation of DatasetsVersion 5 and the Creation of Datasets

 Creating Exception Reports has been simplified in newer Versions of Metric Insights by
using Datasets. See: Create a Change Report from Dataset

How and when to send an exceptions report in an alert email.

SummarySummary

There are many scenarios when sending a report makes more sense then sending a metric's
chart in an alert email. The most common scenario is when the user wants an exceptions
report, a report that has a list of items that need attention. We sometimes refer to these as
'problem children.' Reports give the user more flexibility than a metric's chart in that a metric
only contains a time-series, a numerical value, and a dimension value (optional). For example, a
metric could tell you sales had dropped on 01-01-15 (time series) to 9% (value) for the Western
Region (dimension).

If a user wants to receive more information than this, they will need to use a report since a
report can have many columns and does not require a time-series.

This approach is especially powerful as an alternative to using a high number of dimension
values. Instead of creating a single metric that is dimensioned by 1000 values, like cities,
managing a single report can be faster and easier. This technique is especially nice if you've
already created the report (perhaps in another application such as Tableau) and simply need to
connect it to the alerting mechanism.
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1. The W1. The Workfloworkflow

Configure the data source (#1) if not done so already.

2. Save Report Data in Mysql T2. Save Report Data in Mysql Tableable

Build your report by fetching data from the datasource to include only the 'problem children.' In
other words, create the report that you want to see an the alert email. If you want to see a
report of stores that are below their sales target, filter the records to only return those stores
using the syntax in the plugin command box.

Let's say that you're a manager for a bank that has 10,000 customers. As a protection against
accounting errors, you've asked to be alerted if any account balance changes by more than 20%
on any given day. You could then set at alert that would fire if today's balance differs from
yesterday's balance by more than 20%.You can do this with a metric, but a report lets you see
all the problems at once. Let's start with what you want, namely, a list of affected accounts.
Here is a generic SQL statement:
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Select account_id, balance_today, balance_yesterday
From source_table

Where
balance_today < 0.8 * balance_yesterday Or balance_today > 1.2 * balance_yesterday

Once you create the report, use the option to save the data in a MySql Table so it can be
queried in the next step. You can use the :measurement_time parameter in the fetch command
for incremental data collection (only get new data).

3. Create the Metric and Alert Rule3. Create the Metric and Alert Rule

Since only metrics create alert emails, we need to create a metric to look to see if there are any
problem children on the report for a given period. Use 'Existing Reports' as the data source and
select the 'measurement_time' column for the time series--we create the column for you--and
then 'count(*)' to see how many problem children exist. Use the 'SQL Builder' if you need a
hand.
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4. Alert Rule4. Alert Rule

The metric counts the records in the report's table (the problem children). We want an alert, i.e.,
to send the report out when there are any problem children (when the county is more than 1).
To do this, create an alert rule based on a fixed value.

5. Connect the Metric to the Report5. Connect the Metric to the Report

Assign the report(s) you want to send out when the alert fires. You can have multiple and
different types. If the metric and report use the same dimension, an alert for a particular value
will send out the corresponding version of the report. For example, an alert for Western Sales
(metric) can send out the Western Sales version of the report.
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6. Alert Email6. Alert Email

An alert email is sent based on your alert rule (immediate vs digest etc). The alert email will
have the metric's chart and all connected reports assigned to it in the email. The Alert rule and
threshold will appear in the email 'Problem Children more than 0 on 1-1-15.'

If you only want to send the report and not the metric's chart in the email go to the Alert
window on the metricmetric and uncheck the box next to the rule. The rule still applies to the report
(if you go the report and look at its alert window it will still be checked).

Troubleshooting Tip: If you are not getting immediate alerts when you think you should, check
the alert rule on the Report'sReport's Alert window. It will assume the default settings for the user. For
example, if I create an alert rule to go out immediately, but my users default settings (Alerts
page) are set to show 'Browser only' then the report will default to 'Browser only.' Change the
report's alert rule setting to immediate to match the metric. We are working on improvements
in the process too!
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If you cannot isolate the problem children in one fetchIf you cannot isolate the problem children in one fetch
command from the data sourcecommand from the data source

If you cannot filter the data to just the problem children using the native syntax or integration,
bring in all the data from the data source. Then create another report that queries that report
(report #3 queries report #2) and use SQL to identify the problem children.

Tip: if you want a subset of problem children dimension valueTip: if you want a subset of problem children dimension value

If you do want to create a dimension consisting of problem children, you can source those
values from the report instead of the data source. This creates dimensions for only the items
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that need alerting. For example, if you have 5000 stores, but only 25 are problems on a given
day, creating 25 dimensions is exponentially faster than updating 5000.
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How To Create a Change Report for Text FieldsHow To Create a Change Report for Text Fields
~ Change in Order Status~ Change in Order Status

This is an example of how to create a change report to show you only items that have
changed from the last report. In this case a client's order goes from 'on time' to 'at risk.'

Here is my Report of Orders with StatusHere is my Report of Orders with Status

I have orders from three clients on 5/3. I want to know if any of them go from 'on time' to 'at
risk'. This report 'keeps history' each day (also called a snapshot report).
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Creating the Change Report Setting - KCreating the Change Report Setting - Key Vey Valuealue

The 'client' and 'order number' fields identify unique values (customer orders). (This is creating
the primary key for DB folks.)

Filter Logic -- Choose what column to look for changes ( onFilter Logic -- Choose what column to look for changes ( on
time --> at risk)time --> at risk)

You need two filters: one for the prior report's status column to equal 'on time', and the second
filter to look at the current report's status column for 'at risk.'

Make sure 'Select rows when ALL of the filters are satisfied. This is the 'AND' condition for the
filter. Otherwise it will be an 'OR' statement.
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Columns to Show on change ReportColumns to Show on change Report

I only need to see the Client, Order number, and Status on my Change Report. I choose to only
show the current and prior value for the 'status' column since I know the client and order
number will be the same on both reports (they are my key fields!).

FFormat Columns (Optional)ormat Columns (Optional)

I change the format of the current order number so that the number doesn't have a comma in
it (1,234 vs 1234).
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Load data into Change Report (Update live Report)Load data into Change Report (Update live Report)

I want to look for changes from 5/3 forward.
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Change Report EditorChange Report Editor

Use the 'edit snapshot report' to go to the underlying report and the 'edit change report' to
view/modify settings on this change report. You can also click this link and then click the 'View'
button to see the report (otherwise you will get it via email on the next change).

View Change ReportView Change Report
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ChangesChanges
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Controlling Homepage Display through the URLControlling Homepage Display through the URL

This article describes how to utilize the available options to customize the content filtering
on the Homepage display. NOTE:NOTE: The format of the Homepage is slightly different in
Version 3.

1. Select Displa1. Select Display based on Filter(s) by based on Filter(s) by select list(s)y select list(s)

1. You may limit the tile display at the Homepage by configuring page filters in CategoryCategory, TopicTopic,
Filter byFilter by and Group byGroup by drop-down lists.

2. In this example, we filter the content to only show Multi-Metrics for all Topics and no specific
Groups

2. Use Hashtags in URL2. Use Hashtags in URL

Hashtags may be embedded in the URL to filter by CategoryCategory (name or ID), ElementElement TypeType (or a
combination of the two) or for Favorite Folders.

NOTE: Currently the options of TopicTopic and GroupGroup are not supported.
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2.1. Single Filter for Element Type2.1. Single Filter for Element Type

Required URL parameters are:

https://yourMetricInsightsInstance.com/home/#/content/ElementType

• ElementTypeElementType = Metric, Multi-Metric, Report, External Report

Example:Example: Filter the Homepage content based upon Elements of a 'Metric' type by modifying the
URL to:

https://demo.metricinsights.com/home/#/content/Metric

2.2. Multiple Filter Selection for Element Type2.2. Multiple Filter Selection for Element Type

Required URL parameters are:
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https://yourMetricInsightsInstance.com/home/#/content/CommaSeparatedElementTypes

Example:Example: Filter the Homepage content based upon Elements of a 'Metric' and 'Report' types by
modifying the URL to:

https://demo.metricinsights.com/home/#/content/Report,Metric

2.3. Single Filter for Category Name or ID2.3. Single Filter for Category Name or ID

Required URL parameters are:

https://yourMetricInsightsInstance.com/home/#/category/CategoryName

Example:Example: You may filter the Homepage content by a specific Category with the name 'Financial'
by modifying the URL to:

https://demo.metricinsights.com/home/#/category/Financial

Alternatively, you can filter the Category by it's ID rather than name by modifying the URL to:

https://uma.metricinsights.com/home/#/category/24

NOTE:NOTE: Both methods will return the same result set.
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2.4. Combining Element Type and Category Filters2.4. Combining Element Type and Category Filters

A combination of Element Type and Category Name filters may also be used. Required URL
parameters are:

https://yourMetricInsightsInstance.com/home/#/content/CommaSeparatedElementTypes/
category/CategoryName

OR

https://yourMetricInsightsInstance.com/home/#/content/CommaSeparatedElementTypes/
category/CategoryID

Example:Example: Filter based upon the 'Metric' and 'Report' Element Types as well as the 'Financial'
Category by modifying the URL to:

https://demo.metricinsights.com/home/#/content/Metric,Report/category/Financial
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2.5. Open F2.5. Open Favorite Favorite Folder via a linkolder via a link

Required URL parameters are:

https://yourMetricInsightsInstance.com/home/#/favorite/Favorite Folder Name

Example:Example: You may open the Favorite Folder named "Total Monthly Sales" by modifying the URL
to:

https://demo.metricinsights.com/home/#/favorite/Total Monthly Sales
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2.6. Open F2.6. Open Favorite Favorite Folder in a Grid Viewolder in a Grid View

Required URL parameters are:

https://yourMetricInsightsInstance.com/home/#/grid/favorite/Favorite Folder Name

Example:Example: You may open the Favorite Folder named "Total Monthly Sales" in the Grid view by
modifying the URL to:

https://demo.metricinsights.com/home/#/grid/favorite/Total Monthly Sales
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2.7. Filter Content to Open in iFr2.7. Filter Content to Open in iFrameame

Should you wish to display the Homepage using an inline Frame (iFrame), this can be
accomplished by using the embedded parameter in the URL.

• Filter for Element TypeFilter for Element Type

https://yourMetricInsightsInstance.com/home/embedded/#/content/ElementType

Example:Example: You can filter the Homepage based upon the 'Metric' Element Type in an iFrame by
changing the URL to:

https://demo.metricinsights.com/home/embedded/#/content/Metric

Note that the difference in this display from previous examples is that it excludes the Menu and
Header sections, i.e., only the Element section is displayed in the frame

• iFrame filtered by Category Name or IDiFrame filtered by Category Name or ID

Required URL parameters are:

https://yourMetricInsightsInstance.com/home/embedded/#/category/CategoryName OR
https://yourMetricInsightsInstance.com/home/embedded/#/category/CategoryID

Example:Example: You may filter the Homepage content by a specific Category with the name 'Training'
in an iFrame by modifying the URL to:

https://demo.metricinsights.com/home/embedded/#/category/Training

• iFrame Combining Element Type and Category FiltersiFrame Combining Element Type and Category Filters
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A combination of Element Type and Category filters may also be used:

https://yourMetricInsightsInstance.com/home/embedded/content/CommaSeparatedElementTypes/
category/CategoryName OR https://yourMetricInsightsInstance,com/home/#/content/
CommaSeparatedElementTypes/category/CategoryID

Example:Example: Filter based upon the 'Report' Element Type as well as the 'Training' Category by
modifying the URL to::

https://demo.metricinsights.com/home/embedded/#/content/Report/category/Training
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SEND_MAIL python scriptSEND_MAIL python script
This script allows to verify if your mail server can correctly send emails with attachments.

Create send_mail.py with the below code and add executable permissions.

#!/usr/bin/env python
import smtplib, os
from email.MIMEMultipart import MIMEMultipart
from email.MIMEBase import MIMEBase
from email import Encoders
from email.mime.text import MIMEText

emaillist=['alexey@metricinsights.com'] # Receipient email addressmsg =
MIMEMultipart('mixed')
msg['Subject'] = 'DATA EMAIL' # mail subject line
msg['From'] = 'notifications@app.metricinsights.com' # From email address
msg['To'] = ', '.join(emaillist)

part = MIMEBase('application', "octet-stream")

# Provide the path of the file to be attached in the mailpart.set_payload(open('/root/
test.txt', "rb").read())
Encoders.encode_base64(part)

part.add_header('Content-Disposition', 'attachment; filename="test.txt"')

msg.attach(part)
msg.add_header('To', msg['From'])
text = "TEST BODY" #Email body
part1 = MIMEText(text, 'plain')
msg.attach(part1)

# provide SMTP details of the host and its port numberserver = smtplib.SMTP("mailer.
metricinsights.com",587)
# If the host supports TLS then enable the below 2 lines of code
#MI mail server support it
server.ehlo() # <--
server.starttls() # <--
server.login("notifications", "*************") #Login to mail server credentials
server.sendmail(msg['From'], emaillist , msg.as_string())
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